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We study both experimentally and theoretically, considering bosonic atoms in a periodic potential,
the influence of interactions in a Talbot interferometer. While interactions decrease the contrast of
the revivals, we find that over a wide range of interactions the Talbot signal is still proportional to
the phase coherence of the matter wave field. Our results confirm that Talbot interferometry can
be a useful tool to study finite range phase correlations in an optical lattice even in the presence of
interactions. The relative robustness of the Talbot signal is supported by the first demonstration of
the three-dimensional Talbot effect.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Talbot effect describes periodic revivals of the in-
terference pattern behind a diffraction grating. It is one
of the most prominent near-field interference phenomena
and was first discovered in 1836 for light [1]. In the last
decades, the Talbot effect and various variations have
seen a revival in the field of matter wave interference.
To date, it is the best suited approach to study interfer-
ence of large molecules [2, 3], reaching record values of
more than 10000 atomic mass units [4]. Ultracold atoms
also offer a perfect platform to study the Talbot effect
for matter waves [5–7].
In ultracold quantum gases, global phase coherence is
routinely studied in time of flight imaging [8, 9]. Finite
range phase coherence, however, is more challenging to
access. It has been accomplished by coherently outcou-
pling atoms from a condensate and studying them by
a high-finesse optical cavity [10, 11] and by considering
samples in reduced dimensions, which interfere with a
reference twin system [12–14]. Some of the current au-
thors have recently demonstrated that the Talbot effect
can be used to study finite-range phase in optical lattices
[15].
In optics, the Talbot effect can be conveniently ob-
served with standard diffraction gratings. Behind the
grating, the intensity distribution of the light field peri-
odically matches the diffraction grating pattern at mul-
tiples of the Talbot distance, LT = 2d
2/λ, where d is
the grid size and λ is the wavelength. Being a near-field
interference effect, the revivals are sensitive to the phase
coherence between adjacent slits of the diffraction grat-
ing. As the propagation path becomes longer, the spatial
area from which individual light beams interfere within
a particular revival gets wider. Later revivals therefore
probe larger range spatial phase coherence. The observa-
tion of a reduced contrast for later revivals is an indicator
for vanishing phase coherence. The assumption of single
particle interference in a Talbot interferometer is ideally
fulfilled in light interferometers, but not necessarily jus-
tified for matter wave fields.
While in standard molecular beam experiments, the
beam intensity can be reduced such that collisions play
no role, this might not be the case in other realizations
at higher number densities, as it is the case in ultracold
atoms in optical lattices. Collisions and interactions be-
tween the particles during the interferometer sequence
can occur. For example, atomic collision during free ex-
pansion are clearly visible in s-wave scattering halos of
atomic clouds expanding from an optical lattice [16].
Interaction effects were only briefly mentioned in
Ref. [15] and a detailed understanding or theoretical mod-
eling of interaction effects on the Talbot signal was not
given. This is, however, important for a quantitative
evaluation of Talbot interferometers in the presence of in-
terparticle interactions. Therefore, we here study exper-
imentally and theoretically the influence of interactions
in a Talbot interferometer. In section II, we perform ex-
periments showing the dependence of the Talbot signal
and the contrast of the Talbot revivals for bosonic atoms
confined to a three-dimensional optical lattice. The effec-
tive interaction strenghts in the initial state is varied via
the lattice depths. A clear dependence on the interaction
strength can be observed.
While an effective mean-field picture can be han-
dled via nonlinear equations such as the Gross-Pitaevskii
equation, the inclusion of individual collisions require an
advanced microsopic modeling. In section III, we develop
a theoretical model for a temporal Talbot interferometer,
which is capable to treat the expansion in free space. The
model is based on a discretization of the space by a Bose-
Hubbard model with an additional potential representing
the optical lattice. We discuss the dependence of the Tal-
bot signal on the interaction strength treating the inter-
action before and during the expansion separately. Our
findings support the interpretation that the Talbot signal
highlights the presence of finite range phase coherence in
the initial state. Most deviations from this interpretation
arise due to the presence of interaction during the expan-
sion. We conclude in section IV with the demonstration
of a three-dimensional Talbot effect for a Bose-Einstein
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2condensate in an optical lattice. Thereby, the atoms si-
multaneously interfere in all three spatial dimensions at
high atomic densities.
II. EXPERIMENT
In the experiment, we use a cigar-shaped 87Rb Bose-
Einstein condensate residing in an optical dipole trap,
which is superimposed by a three-dimensional optical lat-
tice. The oscillation frequencies in the dipole trap are
ω = 2pi × 13 s−1 and ω⊥ = 2pi × 170 s−1 and the total
atom number is approximately 50000. The lattice spac-
ing parallel to the long condensate axis is d = 547 nm.
The lattice spacing in the two perpendicular directions
is a factor of
√
2 smaller and amounts to d⊥ = 387 nm.
Details on the experimental setup can be found, e.g., in
Refs. [17, 18]. The experimental sequence and the ap-
pearance of a Talbot interferometer signal has been dis-
cussed in a previous work for a one-dimensional optical
lattice [15]. In brief, we start by loading the condensate
into the optical lattice for different lattice heights within
210 ms. After a wait time of 50 ms, we then switch off
instantaneously one lattice axis (in this section) or all
lattice axes (in section IV) and let the atoms expand
and interfere freely for a given evolution time. We then
suddently switch on the original lattice configuration. All
switching processes are shorter than 3µs. In the ideal sit-
uation of a non-interacting atom cloud, the matter wave
field undergoes revivals during the free expansion, which
occur at multiples of the Talbot time TT given by
TT =
2md2
h
(1)
where h is Planck’s constant and m the mass of the
atoms. Without interactions, the revivals are perfect and
the switching on process of the lattice after the free evolu-
tion projects back onto the original wave-function. In the
presence of interactions, however, the matter wave field
at multiples of the Talbot time can differ from the initial
one and the sudden switching on of the lattice can ex-
cite the atomic ensemble. Therefore, we wait for 100 ms
to allow the system to rearrange before we measure the
atomic density distribution in a standard time-of-flight
image [15].
In Fig. 1, we show a typical Talbot signal for different
evolution times. We plot the width of the atomic density
distribution after the time-of-flight expansion, which is a
direct measure of the excess energy in the system. The
cloud size becomes minimal at mupltiples of 120µs. This
is in good agreement with the Talbot time of TT ≈ 130µs
calculated from the experimental parameters using Eq. 1
taking into account experimental imperfections as for ex-
ample small misalignments of the laser beams.
At the various multiples of the Talbot time, it is clearly
visible that the amplitude of the width, the Talbot signal,
decays as a function of time. For non-interacting atoms
every individual revival, but also the anti-revivals, can be
mapped to a phase correlator indicating the coherence,
in the initial state, between atoms located at a certain
distance and confined to the optical lattice [15]. The
observed decay then represents the decay of the phase
correlations with distance. Thus, the strength of this
kind of Talbot interferometer is its ability to measure
finite range phase correlations in discrete lattice systems
resolving the different distances.
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FIG. 1. Atomic Talbot interferometer in the presence of in-
teractions. The plot shows the width of the central peak in
the absorption image for different free evolution times be-
tween the switching off and on of one axis of a 3D optical
lattice. The experimental data are fitted with an exponen-
tially damped oscillation, from which we extract the decay
time and the Talbot time (TT = 120µs). At multiples of the
Talbot time, we observe periodic revivals of the matter wave
interference pattern (dashed grey lines), while for times in
between, the atomic cloud is heated up, leading to a smear-
ing out of the interference pattern. The experiment was per-
formed at a lattice potential of V = s×Er, with s = 5, where
Er = ~2pi2/(2md2) is the recoil energy of an atom with mass
m in a lattice with lattice constant d.
Here, we are interested in the influence of the interac-
tion on the damping of the Talbot signal. Fig. 2 shows
the decay time of the Talbot signal for different lattice
heights. The compression of the atoms in the lattice site
increases the interaction energy in the optical lattice and
the presence of the lattice potential decreases the kinetic
energy, such that the ratio of the interaction to the ki-
netic energy is drastically changed. We find that the Tal-
bot signal decays faster for deeper optical lattices corre-
sponding to increasing effective interactions. Regarding
3FIG. 2. Decay time of the Talbot signal as shown in Fig. 1 for
different lattice heights. The signal decays faster for increas-
ing optical lattice height corresponding to effectively stronger
interactions between the atoms.
the role of interactions, the reduced contrast can have
two contributions. First, the initial state can already
have reduced phase correlations due to the larger effec-
tive interatomic interactions. This is the interesting con-
tribution to the signal, from which the finite range phase
correlations could be extracted [15]. Second, interactions
during the free evolution, in particular, during the first
moment of expansion from the lattice, could spoil the
simple interference scheme of the Talbot effect and can
lead to a further reduction of the contrast. It is impor-
tant to understand this second contribution in order to
discriminate between the two. In the experiment, how-
ever, we cannot change the interaction during the free
expansion and a proper discrimination or a systematic
investigation of the interaction effects is not possible.
III. THEORETICAL RESULTS
The qualitative results discussed above impose two im-
portant questions that we address in the theoretical mod-
eling. (i) How does the presence of interactions, both in
the initial state and during the evolution, affect the Tal-
bot signal? (ii) Can the Talbot signal still be interpreted
as a measurement of the finite size phase correlations of
the initial state even in the presence of interactions? We
do not aim at a direct comparison with the experiment,
but rather want to give a first generic answer to these
questions.
In the theoretical description, we assume the gas to be
prepared in the ground state of the optical lattice and
focus on the time-evolution of the interacting gas after
the sudden switch off of the lattice. For computational
simplicity, we consider a one-dimensional system, since
we expect that the main effect of the influence of the in-
teraction already arises there, if not in a stronger fashion.
The Hamiltonian describing this one-dimensional system
is (see e.g. [9])
H = − ~
2
2m
∫ L
0
dx ψ†(x)
∂2
∂x2
ψ(x)
+
g1D(t)
2
∫ L
0
dx ψ†(x)ψ†(x)ψ(x)ψ(x)
+
∫ L
0
dx V (x, t) ψ†(x)ψ(x), (2)
where ψ(x) and ψ†(x) are the annihilation and creation
operators for the N bosonic atoms of mass m, g1D(t) is
the repulsive contact interaction strength and L is the
system length. The potential V (x, t) models the optical
lattice potential. Both the repulsive contact interaction
and the optical lattice potential are time-dependent in
order to consider the evolution in the absence of interac-
tion and to represent the experimental sequence.
In order to numerically simulate this system, we dis-
cretize [19] the Hamiltonian as
H = −J
Ld∑
l=1
(b†l+1bl + h.c.) +
U
2
Ld∑
l=1
nl(nl − 1)
+
Ld∑
l=1
Vl(t) nl, (3)
where J ∆x2 = ~2/(2m), U∆x = g1D, bl and b†l are the
annihilation and creation operators for the atoms located
at the discretized positions x = l ∆x where l = 1, ..., Ld
with Ld = L/∆x. We assume periodic boundary condi-
tions.
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FIG. 3. Potential, Vl (solid blue line), used to model the op-
tical lattice: sharp barriers divide the systems into NB wells.
In the example shown here two wells, NB = 2, are discretized
into LB = 15 sites each (including the site where the barrier
is located). The initial density distribution, 〈nl〉, obtained
numerically for U = 0 and N = 2 (orange square markers)
agrees well with a sinusodial profile (dashed orange line).
The potential Vl(t) is used to model the optical lattice
potential which is switched off at a certain moment in
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FIG. 4. Overlap n0 as a function of normalized time, τ =
t/TT , for a system of NB = 20 potential wells and N = 2
atoms. Panel (a): evolution in the absence of interaction,
U = 0, for three different discretizations LB = {20, 25, 30}.
The oscillations are weakly damped; however, this damping,
not expected from an ideal non-interacting gas, is caused by
the finite discretization and finite system effects. One can see
here that the damping weakens with increasing discretiza-
tions. Panel (b): evolution in the presence of interaction
both during the system preparation and expansion (proto-
col (i)). We consider three different interaction strengths
U = {0J, 0.00005J, 0.015J} and LB = 30. The oscillation
damping depends strongly on the interaction strength: larger
interaction strengths cause a more rapid damping. Panel (c):
evolution in the absence of interaction during the expansion,
interactions are only non-zero during the system preparation
(protocol (ii)). The system is prepared using the same inter-
action strengths as in (b).
time. As numerically we are confined to the simulation
of small systems, we use a simplified potential consisting
of very sharp δ-peaks, i.e.
Vl(t) = V0(1−Θ(t))
NB∑
n=1
δl,(n−1)LB+1 (4)
where NB barriers of height V0 are located at the dis-
cretized positions x = [(n − 1)LB + 1]∆x where LB
is the number of discretized sites within one potential
well (including the barrier site on the left) such that
LBNB = L/∆x, and Θ(t) is the Heaviside function.
Hence, Vl=1(t) = Vl=L/∆x+1(t). In Fig. 3, we provide
a sketch of this potential for a system consisting of two
potential wells (NB = 2) where each well is discretized
into LB = 15 sites. Due to the use of periodic boundary
conditions, one can notice that the third barrier on the
right corresponds to the first barrier on the left. The ini-
tial density distribution, 〈nl〉, obtained numerically for a
non-interacting system containing two atoms, N = 2, is
also shown and agrees well with a sinusodial profile.
A system containing N atoms is therefore initialized
in the ground state of the Hamiltonian H (Eq. 3) at
t < 0. We then consider two different protocols. In the
first protocol (i), the optical lattice potential is turned off
abruptly at t = 0 and the system is let to evolve for a cer-
tain duration ∆t; while, in the second protocol (ii), the
same protocol is used but the system is let to evolve in
the absence of interaction. We denote the evolved wave
function as |Ψ(∆t)〉. In the experiment after the evolu-
tion time ∆t, the optical lattice is projected on again,
and the total released energy is measured. This proce-
dure has for consequence to measure the energy of the
system in the presence of the optical lattice, i.e.
〈Ψ(∆t)|H|Ψ(∆t)〉 =
∑
n
En|〈Ψ(∆t)|n〉|2 (5)
where |n〉 are the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian in the
presence of the optical lattice potential and of a finite
interaction strength (Eq. 3). As the overlap is maximum
with the ground state |0〉, we determine theoretically the
evolution of the overlap
n0(t) = |〈Ψ(∆t)|0〉|2. (6)
For the case of a non-interacting system, where U = 0,
using this experimental protocol, it was demonstrated
in Ref. [15] that each maximum and minimum in the
Talbot signal, n0(t), corresponds to a consecutive phase
correlator.
The time-evolution of the Talbot signal, n0, is shown
in Fig. 4, where n0 is plotted as a function of τ = t/TT
for increasing interaction values and for the two proto-
cols stated above (evolution in the presence or absence
of interaction). When the initial state is prepared in
the absence of interaction, U = 0, the signal displays
clear oscillations with maxima close to integer multiples
of the Talbot time, TT = (L
2
B~)/(2piJ), and minima
close to half-integer values. The oscillations are weakly
damped. This damping which is not expected from an
ideal non-interacting gas is caused by the finite discretiza-
tion and finite system effects. In order to illustrate these
effects, we show in Fig. 4 (a) three different values of
LB . Whereas only weak deviations between these three
different values of LB are seen initially, even for U = 0,
small differences start showing up for later maxima. One
should note that for finer discretizations the damping of
the maxima decreases approaching the ideal undamped
5situation. Furthermore, after a certain time, finite size
effects come into play and can possibly affect the overall
structure of the oscillations.
The presence of interactions considerably changes the
Talbot signal. Whereas the period of the oscillations ap-
pears to remain constant within our simulation accuracy,
the damping of the oscillations depends strongly on the
interaction strength. A larger interaction strength causes
a more rapid damping of the oscillations. This is true for
both protocols (i) and (ii).
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FIG. 5. Maximum value of the overlap (occurring at τ =
mTT where m is an integer) normalized by the corresponding
overlap at U = 0 as a function of the initial correlation Cr at
distance r = 2mLB . The results for protocol (i) are marked
with crosses whereare the ones for protocol (ii) are marked
with circles. For both protocols, the interaction strength is
varied in the range of U = 0 up to U = 0.5J . Lower values
of the initial correlations Cr correspond to larger values of
the interaction strength U . Parameters are LB = 30, with
NB = 20 and N = 2 in panel (a) and LB = NB = 15, N = 3
in panel (b).
We now turn our attention to the relationship between
the maxima of n0 and the single-particle correlations in
the initial state before the Talbot sequence is performed.
In the theoretical model, the initial single-particle cor-
relations between different lattice wells can be approxi-
mated as
Cr =
Ld∑
l=1
〈0|b†l+rbl|0〉 (7)
where r is a multiple of LB as here, due to the discretiza-
tion, the spacing between consecutive sites of the optical
lattice is d = LB∆x.
In the non-interacting situation, the value at integer
and half integer value of the Talbot time is directly re-
lated to the initial single-particle correlations at differ-
ent distances [15]. The height of the first maximum is
proportional to the value of the correlation at distance
r = 2LB , i.e.
Cr=2mLB ∝ n0(t = mTT ), (8)
where m = 1, 2, 3, . . . labels consecutive maxima.
In order to test whether the relation still holds in the
presence of interaction, we plot the correlation Cr ver-
sus the value of the corresponding maxima in Fig. 5 for
two different particle densities and both protocols (i) and
(ii). We find that for low atom densities, the mth max-
imum, n0(mTT), varies linearly with the 2m
th single-
particle correlation, C2mLB , as the interaction strength
is weakly increased. Lower initial values of the corre-
lations correspond to larger interaction strengths. For
weak interaction strengths, the proportionality factor be-
tween n0(mTT) and C2mLB is approximately indepen-
dent of m and holds for both protocols. Hence n0 can
be used in this interaction regime to measure the spa-
tial single-particle correlations. However, at larger in-
teraction strength, the relation breaks down for protocol
(i). This breakdown is signalled in Fig. 5 by an abrupt
downturn of the otherwise approximately linear curves
for large values of the interaction (U ≥ 0.025J). The
situation is different when the interaction between the
atoms is turned off at the same time as the optical lat-
tice, i.e. protocol (ii). In this case, the maxima of the Tal-
bot signal remain faithful representations of the single-
particle correlations up to larger interaction strengths.
This indicates that the downturn is mainly due to the
presence of interactions during the expansion process.
Note, that for both protocols the same values of the inter-
action strength are presented. Our results indicate that,
even when the initial state is strongly interacting, the
Talbot signal can be used to measure the initial correla-
tions as long as the interaction strength is lowered during
the expansion.
A direct comparison of the critical interaction strength
with the presented experimental results is not possible
due to the simplifying assumptions of the model. A truly
quantitative comparison would require a more elaborate
model, including a realistic lattice potential and a fully
three-dimensional treatment during the free expansion.
However, the background scattering length of the atoms
in the current experiment is relatively weak and inter-
action effects in three dimension are typically less effec-
tive than in one-dimensional setups. Therefore, the inter-
pretation of the Talbot signal as a measurement of the
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FIG. 6. Three-dimensional Talbot effect. The Talbot signal
(relative atom number) is extracted from the time-of-flight
absorption images (inset) by counting the number of atoms
in the four first order diffraction peaks (boxes with solid line)
normalized to the number of atoms in the central peak (box
with dashed line). The two different Talbot times in the axial
and transverse direction lead to a beat node in the Talbot
signal. After TT = 120µs, the three-dimensional matter wave
field is fully restored.
spatial single-particle correlations should remain intact
for the presented experimental results. Our theoretical
findings also predict, that Talbot interferometers used in
molecular beam experiments, should provide confident
measurements of the phase coherence in the matter wave
field, even in the presence of interactions, beyond single
particle interference.
IV. THREE-DIMENSIONAL TALBOT EFFECT
While we restricted the discussion so far to a one-
dimensional Talbot expansion, the presence of a three-
dimensional optical lattice allows for a Talbot interferom-
eter in all three spatial dimensions. As an initial state, we
chose a superfluid in a lattice of the same lattice height as
before (s = 5). The Talbot interferometer now consists of
the switching off and on of all three lattice axis simultane-
ously. During the free expansion the atoms can interfere
in all three spatial dimensions. In the initial state, the
interaction is identical to the previous experiment, while
during the expansion, the interaction is lowered. There-
fore, we expect that the interpretation as a measurement
of the phase coherence remains intact.
The transverse lattice directions have a lattice con-
stant, which is a factor of
√
2 smaller than in the ax-
ial direction and the corresponding Talbot time is two
times smaller, T⊥ = 60µs. The interferometer signal is
the beating between the two related frequencies and we
expect full revivals after TT and partial revivals in be-
tween. Fig. 6 shows the result, displaying the expected
behaviour. Thus, the full three-dimensional matter wave
field is restored after TT .
V. CONCLUSION
We presented in this article results pertaining to 1D
Talbot interference measurements in a three-dimensional
optical lattice in the presence of interactions. We theo-
retically validated the interpretation of the Talbot signal
as a measurement of spatial single-particle correlations of
the intial state even when interactions are present during
the state preparation. In contrast, the presence of strong
interactions during the Talbot expansion will render this
relation invalid. Experimental results were shown to be
in agreement with the expectations that the amplitude of
short range single-particle correlations decrease consider-
ably with increasing lattice depths. Additionally, a fully
three-dimensional Talbot interferometer was created by
switching off and on all lattice axis simultaneously. Such
an experiment would be very difficult to realize solely
with light as it would require to spatially overlap 3D ar-
rays of light sources and light detectors.
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